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Sample Vote Email from CEO/ED
Two sample emails to send to staff to encourage them to vote. In word format for editing.
LINK TO RESOURCE

Factsheets

What Can Nonprofit Staff Say About the Election
This discusses what nonprofit vote staff and volunteers can talk about when engaging with clients, constituents and others or responding to questions about candidates - while remaining nonpartisan.
LINK TO PDF

Factsheets

Guidelines for Social Media to Promote Voting
Answers to common questions about using social media at your nonprofit to promote voting.
DOWNLOAD PDF
DOWNLOAD PDF IN SPANISH

Factsheets

Planning and Running a (Staff) Voter Registration Activity
How to plan and run a voter registration activity aimed at your own staff, volunteers and board members.
DOWNLOAD PDF
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Sample Email from CEO/ED to Encourage Voter Registration
Part the Nonprofit Votes Count campaign. This letter encourages staff and volunteers to register and vote.
DOWNLOAD WORD DOC
DOWNLOAD WORD DOC IN SPANISH